We apply a holistic 2D Tetris-like model, where particles move based on prescribed rules, to investigate the locally enhanced flow rate, originally reported in the literature as an obstacle placed at an optimal location near the exit of a hopper discharging athermal granular particles under gravity. We find out this phenomenon is caused by the collective behavior of sufficiently many particles. Instead of the waiting room effect, the fundamental mechanism for the phenomenon is the proper convergence of particles on their way reaching the hopper exit after passing the obstacle. We implement the mechanism by artificially concentrating particles under the obstacle to manually create a local flow rate peak. Besides, the enhanced flow rate can be maximized by an optimal obstacle shape, particle acceleration rate towards the hopper exit, or exit geometry of the hopper. arXiv:2003.01898v1 [cond-mat.soft] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Both experimentally and numerically, placing an obstacle an optimal distance away from the exit of a hopper has been shown to locally enhance the gravity-driven granular hopper flow rate on the order of ten percent [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . This strategy has been shown to be effective not only on passive granular particles but also on self-governing species [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The enhanced flow rate is usually explained by the waiting room effect, whereby particles are slowed down by the obstacle and then accelerate within the void underneath it on the way of reaching the hopper exit [8] . However, there exist studies that are either unable to reproduce this phenomenon [12, 13] , or able to reproduce it even though the void space below the obstacle is eliminated and therefore a diminished waiting room effect by using a special obstacle shape [6] . Conventional experiments or numerical approaches such as discrete element methods using Newtonian dynamics seem to be too capable to succinctly solve this intricate puzzle and a much simpler physical model is needed.
In our previous studies, we showed that the interparticle friction, the particle dispersity, and the obstacle geometry are not directly responsible for the enhanced flow rate [14] . We then proposed a 2D Tetris-like model, where particles move according to prescribed rules rather than in response to forces, to show that the collaborative motion of particles via Newtonian dynamics is also not the key mechanism [14, 15] . A more simplified Tetrislike model, where particles can only move diagonally, was proposed to study the packing behavior of granular materials under vibration [16] . Unlike reductionist models, preserving enough details to quantitatively reproduce an * koh.kokketsu@shizuoka.ac.jp, gjjgao@gmail.com aimed physical phenomenon, such as the discrete element methods, our Tetris-like model is holistic and focuses on similarities between different nonequilibrium systems containing animate or inanimate discrete particles. The results of our model suggested that proper convergence of particles below the obstacle upon arriving the hopper exit is essential to the observed enhanced flow rate.
In this work, we further utilize the 2D Tetris-like model to explore how the flow rate is affected by the influences of number of particles in the hopper, the convergence mechanism of particles underneath the obstacle, and the waiting room effect, in view of the obstacle geometry, the particle acceleration, and the exit geometry of the hopper. We find out the phenomenon is limited to the collective behavior of sufficiently many particles, and an obstacle in a hopper containing few particles only reduces its flow rate. Moreover, we discover that we can artificially produce a locally enhanced flow rate by manually increasing the horizontal convergent strength on the particle flow down stream of the obstacle in a system that originally shows no flow rate peak. The results prove that the convergence mechanism is directly responsible for the focused phenomenon. Finally, we evaluate the waiting room effect and show that there exist an optimal obstacle geometry, particle acceleration rate towards the hopper exit, and exit geometry to maximize the enhanced flow rate.
Below we elaborate on our Tetris-like model which generates the probability-driven hopper flow in section II, followed by quantitative investigation of the hopper flow rates under different conditions in section III. We conclude our study in section IV.
II. THE TETRIS-LIKE MODEL
To study the simplest 2D granular hopper flow without invoking Newtonian dynamics, we propose a model, named after the video game Tetris, where objects fall one at a time following some prescribed rules within a confined space. Per position-update cycle in our model, each particle i of uniform diameter d attempts to move exactly once from its current x and y positions (
where N x and N y are normal distribution functions having zero means and standard deviations α x σ and α y σ.
The two independent control parameters α x and α y determine the driving strengths in the horizontal x and vertical y directions, respectively. The absolute value about N y guarantees that a particle always moves in only one direction towards the hopper exit. We choose a moderate σ = 0.05d so that on average particles gently slide down the hopper walls and discharged efficiently when there is no obstacle [15] . An attempt of moving is realized if it creates no overlap between any object in the system. Otherwise, the move attempt is rejected and the attempted particle stays still. The order of which particle can update its position first is determined by a random sequence, regenerated at every position-update cycle. Besides, each particle i remembers its positionupdate history, recorded by a monotonically increasing number n s i > 0 or decreasing number n f i < 0 for consecutive successes or failures. Whenever one parameter becomes nonzero, the other is reset to zero. The speedup rate r s ≥ 1 in the vertical y direction mimics the effect of particle acceleration due to gravity during free fall. A particle that successfully updates its position n s i times can attempt a longer jump due to acceleration by a factor of r s n s i at next position-update cycle. We do not include n f i in Eqn. 1 for in reality it can be related to particle rebounding behavior, which is not allowed in the current model. Additional details about the Tetris-like model can be found in our previous studies [14, 15] .
The geometrically symmetric hopper, measured L = 83d in height with a fixed hopper angle θ 1 = 0.4325 and a changeable exit angle θ 2 , contains N randomly placed particles at the beginning of each simulation. To conserve the total number of particles within the system, a particle coming out of the hopper from its exit will reenter it from above with the particle's new x position randomized in-between W = [−L/4, L/4], as shown by a simulation snapshot in Fig. 1(a) . After a simulation reaches its steady state, we measure the flow rate J o in terms of the average number of particles passing the exit of the hopper containing no obstacle per position-update cycle. Similarly, we measure J a when the hopper contains a circular obstacle of diameter D = 0.112L, whose center is placed along the symmetric axis of the hopper , and an exit angle θ2 contains a round obstacle (green circle) of diameter D, placed along its centerline at a height H above its exit. Particles discharged from the hopper reenter it from its top boundary with their x positions randomized in between W = 0.5L. The discrete red-blue colors represent the value of n s i > 0 or n f i < 0, recording the position-update history of consecutive successes or failures. (b) The other two kinds of obstacles, a hollow circle and a semicircle-triangle, used in the study. They have the circular parts of the same diameter D and are also located at a height H above the hopper exit, measured from their centers (cross marks). and at a height H above its exit. We also use obstacles of different shapes to study the effect of the obstacle geometry on the flow rate, such as an obstacle with a hollow duct of width W d and another one composed of a top semicircle and a bottom equilateral triangle with an angle θ o to the vertical, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . Each data point of J o or J a is obtained using 45 different initial conditions followed by 990,000 position-update cycles to ensure enough sampling.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Below, we show the normalized hopper flow rates J a /J o as a function of the total number of particles in the system N . Then we investigate the importance of particle convergence within the void below the obstacle by making the horizontal driving strength α x anisotropic in this region and filling the void space more efficiently. After that, we apply the learned particle convergence mechanism to a hopper containing no obstacle and show that a flow rate peak also appears as a function of N caused by the same mechanism. Then we look into the waiting room effect by using a semicircular obstacle with a triangular half of adjustable θ o , changing the vertical speedup rate r s , and varying the exit angle of the hopper θ 2 . Finally, We use an obstacle with a hollow duct of variable width W d to examine the sensitivity of the particle convergence mechanism.
A. The effect of the total number of particles in the system
To test the effect of the total number of particles in the hopper N on the flow rate, we tried ten different system sizes between 8 and 2048 particles and measured the corresponding J a /J o . The results with α x = 1.0, α y = 0.333, and r s = 1.0 are shown in Fig. 2(a) . When N is smaller than about 300, the obstacle only slows down the flow rate monotonically with increasing N and diminishing H. However, when N ≥ 342, J a /J o becomes greater than 1.0, when H exceeds a critical value, and shows a local peak. Interestingly, the enhanced flow rate can be achieved only when the obstacle is placed within an H range that shrinks with increasing N and finally saturates as N approaches about 428, the minimal number of particles required to reproduce the results at the large-system-size limit. The outcome of the system size dependence test suggests that the locally enhanced flow rate is because of the collective behavior of a sizable number of particles. Their trajectories converged while the particles moving through the two channels between the obstacle and the hopper walls to form denser particle flows, as compared to the case without the obstacle, to give a larger than unity J a /J o , as illustrated in Fig. 2 (b) with N = 428. A hopper containing too few particles cannot perform meaningful particle convergence which is the crucial mechanism for the flow rate peak as shown below.
B. The importance of particle convergence within the space below the obstacle
To study the effect of particle trajectory convergence, we artificially require particles to merge more efficiently within the space below the obstacle on their way toward the hopper exit, by increasing the horizontal driving strength α x = m ≥ 1.0 so that particles moving below the center of the obstacle, as shown in the inset of Fig.  3 (a1), tend to horizontally move towards the centerline of the hopper. On the other hand, if particles in the same domain attempt to horizontally move away from the centerline of the hopper, α x = 1.0 as usual. Due to the improved converging efficiency beneath the obstacle, by guiding particles to where more space is available and reducing the probability of hitting the hopper walls, this artificial strategy can generate a higher flow rate peak or can even achieve flow rate enhancement in a system that originally shows no such phenomenon. The results shown in Fig. 3 confirm this idea.
In Fig. 3(a1) , we plot the normalized flow rate J a /J o as a function of H/d when α y = 0.333. The system exhibits a flow rate peak when m = 1.0, and we can maximize the peak value by using an optimal m = 1. 1.02 (b1-b3) Representative simulation snapshots of the system in (a2), where particles are colored by the same scheme used in Fig. 1(a) .
Following the same line of argument, in Fig. 3(a2) , we plot J a /J o with α y = 0.439, and the system shows no flow rate peak when m = 1.0 within the same range of H/d. However, when m is increased, we can see clearly that J a /J o exhibits a local peak shifting to the left with increasing m. The peak value of J a /J o becomes larger than unity as m falls between 1.2 and 1.3. Using m = 1.2 decreases the probability of particles below the obstacle hitting the hopper walls and particles merge better in the available space below the obstacle and near the cen- terline of the hopper, which eventually leads to a higher maximum flow rate. Further increasing the value of m to 1.4 lowers the enhanced flow rate, because now particles experience more failed moves near the centerline of the hopper and even dynamically jam at its exit, which leads to the less efficient convergence. The representative simulation snapshots of the selected cases, shown in Fig.  3 (b1) -(b3), visually verify this conclusion.
Using the data of particles within the domain assigning an anisotropical α x to them, we show the above trend quantitatively by plotting the complementary cumulative distribution function P (n ≥ ν), which gives the probability of randomly finding an n no smaller than ν [17] . The value of n is n s or n f , representing particles that successfully or unsuccessfully update their positions n s or n f times successively. We perform the calculation using 990, 000 position-update cycles after a system forgets its initial state. We also calculate the corresponding N t /N t 0 , where N t is the total number of successful-type particles N s or failed-type particles N f counted while building P (n s ≥ ν) or P ( n f ≥ ν), and N t 0 is the same quantity with m = 0, used for proper normalization. The result-ing P (n ≥ ν) of three selected cases with the same H/d, as labeled in Fig. 3(a2) , are shown in Fig. 4(a) . As m increases from 1.0 to 1.2, the range of ν with P ( n f ≥ ν) between 0.1 and 1.0 barely expands, which means about 90% of the unlucky particles do not experience a higher failure rate of updating their positions. On the other hand, P (n s ≥ ν) shows an overall increase, which leads to the improved flow rate. As m again increases from 1.2 to 1.4, P (n s ≥ ν) shows no significant increase, while P ( n f ≥ ν) overall increases notably, which causes the drop of the flow rate. The plot of N t /N t 0 against m even more directly confirms this observation, as shown in Fig.  4(b) . Compared with the case of m = 1.0, the case of m = 1.2 has its number of failed particles N f reduced by about 15% and number of successful particles N s increased by about 5%. These numbers are also superior to those of the case with m = 1.4, which almost have no improvement on N s but a dramatic increase in N f by almost 20%.
In fact, the mechanism of achieving a faster flow rate by converging two particle flows near the hopper exit with a nonzero α x works not only in a hopper containing an obstacle but also in one containing no obstacle, which shows its universality. We demonstrate this by plotting the hopper flow rate J N o as a function of the total number of particles in the hopper N , and the results are shown in Fig. 5(a) . The flow rate J N o initially increases linearly with N . Its value then exhibits a peak around N = 337, during which dispersed particles coming down from above are collected by either of the hopper walls and eventually converge before leaving the hopper. After this peak value, J N o decreases with increasing N due to more collisions between particles during the converging process and increases slightly again until reaching its steady state value J 2048 o with N = 2048. The fact that the flow rate J N o reaches its steady state value and then saturates there suggests a critical system size of N = 352 approximately and an estimated characteristic length L c = L/20 above the hopper exit, as shown in Fig.  5(b) . The transition mentioned above can be seen in the zooms of this characteristic region of three selected cases with N = 322, 337, and 352, labeled in the inset of Fig.  5(a) , as shown in Fig. 5(c1-c3) .
To understand the transition quantitatively, in Fig. 6 , we plot P (n s ≥ ν) and P ( n f ≥ ν) using the data of particles experiencing 990, 000 position-update cycles within the characteristic region. The complementary cumulative distribution function P (n s ≥ ν) decreases monotonically with increasing N , while P ( n f ≥ ν) behaves the other way around. As N increases from 322 to 337, the range of ν with P (n s ≥ ν) between 0.02 and 1.0 only contracts negligibly, meaning about 98% of the lucky particles do not feel a serious decrease in the success rate of updating their positions. Although P ( n f ≥ ν) increases simultaneously, the hopper is able to discharge more particles, and therefore a flow rate peak appears. However, as N increases again from 337 to 352 by the same amount of 15 particles, P (n s ≥ ν) drops significantly, which is Fig. 1(a) .
caused by particles blocking the hopper exit within the characteristic length L c . On top of a similar increase in P ( n f ≥ ν), the net effect is the decrease in the flow rate.
C. Investigating factors related to the waiting room effect
The waiting room effect, whereby particles are first slowed down by the obstacle and then speed up due to the external driving force within the triangular-ish void space between the obstacle and the hopper exit, has been suggested to be responsible for the enhanced flow rate. Here we examine the waiting room effect by looking at its components one by one, namely, the void size, the particle speed-up rate, and the void geometry.
The size of the waiting room
To understand the effect of the triangular-ish void size on the enhanced flow rate, we replace the round obstacle by one composed of an identical upper semicircle and a lower triangle with an area A t and an angle from the vertical θ o , as shown in Fig. 7 . When θ o = π/2, A t = 0. We define the maximum waiting room area A m w as the space circumscribed by the lower boundary of the semicircle and the two lines parallel to the hopper walls, as indicated by the dashed triangle in the legend of Fig. 7 . The net waiting room area, deducting those occupied by the lower triangle of the obstacle, is A w = A m w − A t , which decreases with decreasing θ o and an associated increase of A t . We tested seven different values of θ o between 0.7850 and 0.32. When θ o = 0.7850, the area of the composite obstacle can be fully encompassed by the round one used before. We monitored the corresponding normalized flow rate J a /J o , and a flow rate peak appears in all the tested cases. We can see that the value of the flow rate peak decreases slightly as A w changes from positive to zero with θ o = θ 1 = 0.4325, which shows that the void size affects the enhanced flow rate but is not critical to it. Surprisingly, as we further decrease θ o to about 0.36, the value of the flow rate peak increases and reaches an optimum with A w < 0, where the widths of the two channels between the obstacle and the hopper walls shrink gradually and particles converge while flowing through them. The test shows that the particle convergence mechanism alone can create an enhanced flow rate even though the size of the waiting room is reduced to zero. The total number of particles in the system N = 2048, the driving strengths αx = 1.0, αy = 0.333, and the speed-up rate rs = 1.0. The insets show three characteristic system setups whose Ja/Jo is at a peak value (pointed by the arrows), with the net waiting room area Aw = A m w − At > 0 (a), = 0 (b), and < 0 (c), where A m w is the maximum waiting room area (dashed triangles). The shaded area in (c) indicates the shrinking geometry from the obstacle to the hopper exit.
The acceleration of particles within the waiting room
The second factor associated with the waiting room effect is the acceleration of particles in the direction aligned with the external driving force such as gravity. This factor is expressed by the term r n s i s in Eqn. 1, where r s is the speed-up rate that allows particle i successfully updating its position n s i times to move farther in the next positionupdate cycle if r s > 1. We tested four different values of r s between 1.01 and 1.04 and compared the obtained normalized flow rate J a /J o with that of r s = 1.00, which takes no particle acceleration into account. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . We can see that both the peak value and the range of H/d of the enhanced flow rate increase with milder rise of r s = 1.01 and 1.02. However, even higher particle speed-up rate towards to hopper exit, as r s > 1.03, has a negative impact on the peaking phenomenon, as shown by the obvious decreases in the two measured quantities. The last-mentioned decline may also be attributed to the higher collision frequency when more particles accelerate towards the hoper exit.
The geometry of the hopper exit
Lastly, we assess if the shrinking geometry of the void space from the obstacle to the hopper exit can effectively assist particle convergence to the enhanced flow rate by varying the exit angle θ 2 , with the round obstacle placed at a fixed position by which a flow rate peak appears. Here, we chose the system with N = 2048, α x = 1.0, α y = 0.333, and r s = 1.0 so that J a /J o peaks at H/d = 13.612, as previously shown by the black line in Fig. 2(a) . The results are shown in Fig. 9 . We find out the value of the flow rate peak drops immediately as soon as the hopper walls become uneven with an opening hopper exit, represented by θ 2 /θ 1 < 1.0, with θ 1 the original hopper angle. The results prove that the shrinking geometry is critical, which can also be predicted by the particle convergence mechanism. On the other hand, in the opposite direction of varying θ 2 that gives a closing hopper exit with θ 2 /θ 1 > 1.0, there exists only a very narrow range of θ 2 /θ 1 between 1.0 and 1.029 that further enhances the peak of J a /J o from the original hopper design. Beyond that, no enhanced flow rate, J a /J o ≥ 1, is observed due to the high clogging probability at the increasingly narrow hopper exit. To understand if simply filling the available space under the obstacle can improve the flow rate unconditionally, we introduce a different obstacle with a hollow duct of width W d > d. The hollow duct offers a shortcut that allows particles to faster arrive the available space below the obstacle and potentially can lead to more efficient particle convergence. The results are shown in Fig. 10 . Counterintuitively, this approach has very limited effect on improving the flow rate except when the duct width is very narrow with W d = 1.5. Much wider duct with W d > 1.5 that allows more particles through it has a negative influence on the enhanced flow rate, as this approach may hinder the original particle converging process due to particle exclusion upon collision. Besides, particles passing through the uniform duct are subject to little converging assistance. On the other hand, assigning an anisotropic α x to particles below the obstacle is a more gentle and therefore effective strategy which improves the converging efficiency by reducing the collision probability between particles and the hopper.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Using a probabilistic 2D Tetris-like model, where particles can move without creating overlaps between objects in the system by following some prescribed rules, we investigate the phenomenon of the locally enhanced flow rate in a hopper discharging athermal granular particles passing an obstacle placed near its exit. Our probabilistic model preserves only the minimal dynamics to reproduce the peaking phenomenon without Newton's equations of motion, but incorporating a position-update algorithm to mimic particle acceleration within the free space below the obstacle due to the external driving such as gravity. We find out the focused phenomenon is caused by the collective behavior of at least a few hundreds of particles that converge while passing through the channels between the obstacle and the hopper walls, and then converge below the obstacle on their way out of the hopper. Based on the finding, we then require particles below the obstacle to move preferably away from the hopper walls in the horizontal direction and discover that this strategy can effectively further promote the value of the flow rate peak or even create one in a system that originally shows no peaking phenomenon, which confirms that the parti-cle convergence mechanism is indeed responsible for the locally enhanced flow rate. This explains why adding a shortcut path in the obstacle to shower particles directly towards the hopper exit interferes the original particle converging tendency and may degrade the enhanced flow rate phenomenon. Further, we also find out that the same converging mechanism can be applied to trigger a surprising enhanced flow rate peak even when the hopper contains no obstacle, which shows the universality of the mechanism.
Finally, we investigate the waiting room effect by decomposing it into three parts: the void size below the obstacle, the particle speed-up rate, and the void geometry. The waiting room effect whereby particles are slowed down by the obstacle and then speed up within the spacious void below it to deliver a higher flow rate is generally believed to be the reason behind the peaking phenomenon in the flow rate. Our results show that a flow rate peak still exists, even though the defined void space of the waiting room has been reduced to zero by an obstacle. Moreover, the enhanced flow rate can be even further augmented if the channels between the obstacle and hopper walls have a shrinking geometry towards the hopper exit. In addition, there exist an optimal particle speed-up rate and a narrow range of hopper exit angle by which a flow rate peak can happen. All these results support that the convergence mechanism is fundamental to the locally enhanced hopper flow rate, instead of the waiting room effect, although it can effect where the flow rate peak appears. We believe the discovered particle convergence mechanism can be used for designing hoppers that discharge granular particles more efficiently and expect their broad industrial applications.
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